






Battery Smacker Trouble Shooting.

If the Battery Smacker ever gets too warm to touch, turn it off the battery is way too low 
in voltage and has shorted cells in side or lead sludge at the bottom of all 6 cells inside the 
12v flooded battery. A 6v battery have 3 cells ( 2 volts each) A 12v battery has 6 separate
cells inside ( 2 volts) and a 24v battery has 12 cells inside. 

More than likely there was too much lead sulphate (an insulator) already settled at the bottom
of each the 6 cells inside the battery and once it turned into elemental lead again, it shortedof each the 6 cells inside the battery and once it turned into elemental lead again, it shorted
out the cells. When that happens, the solution is to shake the battery, remove the caps
and turn it upside down over a plastic bucket or pan to capture the liquid while shaking the
battery. Fill all cells with tap water and invert while shaking multiple times until no more
debris comes out. Rinse with distilled water the same way twice, then refill with new
battery acid. Then run the battery smacker once again. The battery should come back strong
since the plates should be nice and clean. That process can be done on any battery that has
cells that fail to recovecells that fail to recover.

The B. Smacker can charge gel cells if the are not dried out inside, the B. Smacker needs
water inside the cell to work properly. If the B.Smacker gets warm on a gel cell recharge
turn it off, it will not work. If the B. Smacker and the gel battery do not get warm or hot,
then your OK and it will recharge your battery.
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